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SUMMARY: " r.ovcl sot of simplifying assumptions maizes computer prediction of sc'ilioren
r.onai tivity possible economically. Predictions correlate with experimental and
p'ibl ishod figures. Other means of improving sensitivity are i'i"en- A compact
«chlieren system giving binocular stereoscopic viewing is described.

RESUME : "n nouvel ensemble de suppositions simplificatrices rend économiquement possible la
prediction de Ia sensibilité schlieren par ordinateur. Les predictions sont en
correlation avec les chiffres experimental« et publiés. D'autres moyens d'aneliore;-
la sensitivite sont aussi presentes. Un Systeme schlieren compact dormant une
vision oinoculaire stérêoscopique est décrit.

lUTKOD'JCI'ION
'The basic schlieren system as used to visualise ultrasound is illustrated i:i

figure 1; the camera shown may be replaced by a television camera or by the human
eye. Although variations on this arrangement are possible, they are optically
equivalent for the purposes of this analysis.

Figure 2 defines parameters which are under the control of the user. Ooaule".-
analyse.3 of the effects of these parameters have been presented by various aut:ior„
;siiv Courier transform methods and their consequent complex number arithmetic [1J[2]>
The expressions are necessarily complicated; one of the analyses £2J requires the
evaluation of kS separate integrals, none analytically soluble, for each set of
parameters, for each point on the image plane. A full wave analysis by digital
computer is not practicable because the enormous number of computations produces
-ip.acceptable costs.

This paper presents a novel set of simplifying assumptions which allow an
e -onomical computer solution, fiesulting predictions are confirmed by experiments
and allow further generalised predictions covering the effects of the parameters or.
ren;.i~ivity. Also presented are other methods of improving sensitivity, and a new
form ^f compact schlieren system which gives binocular stereoscopic viewing.

:.'OV:.L :;O:-;PI; r.:? /-HAL'/SIS OF SCHLIEREN SYSTEMS

11.1. The simplifying assumptions

'>.is analysis is based on the following three assumptions :
a) The pnase object is assumed to be of an idealised form lendinr itself to Jiviri

into separate parts, for each of which a standard analytical solution of ener-y
iijcrib'j'.ion in the knife edge plane is available. Figure J shows the fora
a-:cptei; it represents an acoustic pulse moving downwards (or upwards). The
"1OT?1:I." z-ar1: will be called 'the discontinuity'. Its height (controlled by t:.e
djration of the ultrasonic wave) is as defined, while its slope (.-ontrolled ;\.-
t:ie amplitude of the wave) is defined by D or 6.

b) It is assumed that attention can be confined to the knife edge plane and that -.
part of the slit image (physical, not geometrical) which passes this plane when
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no disconrinuity is present produces uniform background illumination on the
screen. It is further assumed that, with a discontinuity inserted, the increase
in licht energy (again physical, not geometrical) passing the knife edge produces
on the screen a uniformly illuminated image of the discontinuity, of correct scale
size, whose energy is added to the background. The authors quoted J1J£2J have
:;::cvn that neither of these assumptions is rigorously true, but their v.ntrath in
seldom subjectively apparent, and the predictions resulting from them are found
to ua'.ch experimental and published '.'esults.

~n deducing the diffraction pattern in the knife edge plane, scalar addition of
the contributions of the diffraction patterns from the different parts of the
wave front was adopted, not vector addition. This can bt justified by considering
a point in that plane and regarding the phase of the light received from the centre
of the field as a reference vector. Then the vector contributions from other parts
of the phase object, either the sloping part or the undeviated part, will assemble
to form a vector diagram which is symmetrical (because a phase advancj from a point
above the centre of the field will be matched by an equivalent retardation from a
correspondia." point bolow the centre). Hence the resultant vector, for either the
;;lopinr part or the undeviated part, will be in phase with the reference vector.
Hence scalar addition of the amplitudes from the two parts, derived from the
standard analytical solutions, is -'alii, leading to considerable economy in
computer ucare.

I!.2. -The computer program

A pro-ram was writ ten for computing image brightness for any set or parame-
ters, incorporating the above assumptions. The assumptions allowed computation by a
double numerical integration of scalar quantities. Output was in the form of lor
brirhtness values for a series of deviation (D) values in geometric progression.
'. ach series of V. values occupied only 1 or 2 seconds of processing time. Computation
was in fact performed using normalised units, but the conclusions presented here will
be in the foi-"i of actual dimensiona.

j. '. . nuipinent used for experimental confirmation of computer predictions

ilie compact schlieren system of figure h was used. A transducer consisting
of a V','JA plate bonded to a stee'. backing gave the acoustic waveform of figure 5-
".ea.-.urements of apparent brightness of the image (and of the background) were taken
wit:: the spot photometer shown in the figure. Control of discontinuity amplitude nas
by means of a calibrated attenuator in tiieelectrical feed to the transducer.

Stroboscopic 'freezing' of the puLses was achieved using a xenon-filled
.•'. robosoopic lamp as the source of illumination in the schlieren system. Since the
•or:'.filter pre'actions are based on the assumption that the discontinuity image is of
•.niform brightness, the stroboscopic light fla.ih must not be so short as to reveal
any fine structure in the image. Fortuitously the lamp used had a flash duration
of a.'O'.t 0.2 ftr., which is long enough to 'smear' the image sufficiently to suppress
lhe :"..:e structure and to allow mean brightness to be measured.

'.H• Results from computer program : 'grey field' setting of knife edre

J'or wind tunnel wor* the ,:nil'e edge is often set to obscure about half the
•eometric slit image. I"his is not the most sensitive setting, but it gives 'brighter
t:ian background' for discontinuities of one polarity and 'darker than background' for
the other. On setting X as - -jV,' in the program this behaviour was correctly
predicted, as fi-ure u shows.

'...'-. Pesults from computer program : 'black field' setting of the knife edge

ior ultrasonic work the .-cnife edge is positioned for 'best sensitivity', a
:-osl; Ion which results in its obscuring the whole of the geometric slit image.
Correspondingly the computer also predicted a 'best position' and this setting is
ar: ne '. throu--ho.it what follows.
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Figure 7 shows a computer prediction of the relation between the diucon..i:--
uity deviation and brightness. Figure 8 shows corresponding experimental observa-
tions. The qualitative correlation is apparent.

In all cases the general form of the curves was as in figures 7 and s. So
far as the author is aware, the form of this 'standard' response of a schlieren
system has not been reported before. The behaviour can be expressed in words t:.uc :

.-.'hen amplitude is progressively increased from zero, the imai-c remain."
invisible until a certain threshold value of amplitude is reached. liiere i
then a transition to an approximate square lav; relationship between anipli'
and brightness, followed by a saturation effect at larr:e amplitu ier_,.

Recent work by Urquhart [3J has confirmed this 'standard' behaviour v:i''
conl" inuou:-, illumination, using for the discontinuity a static phase object, na'ioJ;- -J
,'la-.:.:, wedge of controllable effective deviation angle.

The 'threshold' feature of this standard response is uf importance when
considering whether schlieren sensitivity can be enhanced by making; small changes i:i
brightness more apparent; for example by talcing a photograph and artificially
increasing its contrast. On figure 7, point A can be taken to represent 'rea.~onai.le
visibility' because it implies a discontinuity image brightness of about J ti'.iec
background. Suppose that a brightness of 1.1 x background can be made easily visi'-lt
by artificial enhancement of contrast; this is represented by B. Reference ••o tl.e
log deviation scale implies that the minimum deviation detectable has been inpro/c:
by a factor of about 5«

However, this is about as far as this technique can be taken, because point
3 is nearly on the flat part of the curve. A lower deviation value, for example a
value of unity (zero on the log scale), is effectively on the flat part and no a-soas:
of contrast enhancement will produce visibility. Hence this approach to further
improvement of sensitivity is unprofitable.

ZI. t.. Influence of scattered liçht

Quantitative correlations oetween curves of the kind in fi -ures " a m "
were attempted and it at once became apparent that a good 'fit' coulc! be obtained at
the top regions but not for the lower brightness regions. Investigation esta. l-.j:.e .
that this effect could be ascribed to scattering of light in the lenses and water-
filled cell, an effect not surprising since the total light energy in the slit inn-o
is :ypically 1000 times that which passes the knife edge.

The computer program was therefore modified to represent the presence of
scattered light, and it was then found possible to fit experimental curves to
predictions over a wide range of adjustment of the parameters.

JíRcause scattered light affects that part of the curves of greatest
inteic.-t, namely the 'just visible1 part, its influence must be incorporated
quantitatively if meaningful computer predictions are to be obtained. For thin
purpose the influence on the image of scattered light was defined as follows :

S =
LIGHT ENERGY DUE TO SCATTER WHICH PASSES KNIFE ED3E Tl.klZ.

to fin

TOTAL LIGHT ENERGY ARRIVING AT KNIFE EDGE PLAN"
!o nroduce the correlations referred to, different values of 3 were trie-.
:.e value producing a 'fit' with experimental observations. The value foai..;
x 10~- , implying that about one 3OOth part of the light energy passir.r

4-..rojrh the schlieren lans is scattered to pass the knife edge, a value which is
Intuitively acceptable.

1'ests on a much larger schlieren system indicated scatter of the sane or •(.-. .
iience it will be assumed that this is the irreducible order of magnitude of scatiere
li.-ht in all schlieren systems, and the computer predictions will incorporate vai .-..
which embrace that figure.
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II.7. Predictions from computer program : effect of exit pupil height L

These-'predictions, and those which follovj, were extracted^ from a large «
number of computer runs arranged to covt>r the practical -range of parameters likely
to be found.

Exit pupil height L may in practice range from about 2-jram, the diameter of
the human eye pur.il, to the diameter of a camera lens, say 5cm. The predictions
showed that, for this range of values, the' effect of L on sensitivity was generally
small, but that in some cases it would be advantageous to add a further stop (an
'inverted knife edge') above the existing one to minimise the influence of scattered
light.

• L.M. Prediction:; from computer program : effect of slit image height •••'

Hure 'height' means the narrower dimension of the geometric imago. :'ho
general deduction was that sensitivity is not greatly affected by slit image height,
which corresponds with practical experience. More precisely it was found that,
with realistic values of scatter, excessive slit image heights could introduce loss
of sensitivity up to 10(1:3, but that image heights of a normalised value below about
200 avoided such Iocs.

To allow the user to apply this criterion using actual dimensions, the
constraint can be expressed as follows :

ACTUAL SLIT IKAJS: [{EIGHT X FIELD rffi;'.HT X If
LICHT ,VAV:ÍL;-;KGTH X FIELD TO KMIFÍ; :-;DGE DISTAIJC:-:

MUST HOT JXCI-.ED 200

Light wavelength may be taken as 0.5 ß, the figu-a assumed throughout this analysis.

For schlieren systems of practicable proportions, this constraint indicates
a maximum slit image height of about 0.5 mm to 1 rr.m, a limitation not difficult to
achieve in practice.

TI.9. Predictions from computer program : combined effects of parameters

On the assumption that slit image height complies with the constraint already
quoted, the effects o:~ the remaining parameters, extracted from the computer runs,
are presented in figure 9. Three different discontinuity heights are shown, but
predictions for other values may be extracted by interpolation. The Ordinate scaling
e:noodier. two different ways of ex:;ressinr discontinuity amplitude.

it is found that sensitivity is independent of T,, a property pointed out by
several authorstand wrongly denied by others) which cannot be explained by geometric
optics alone.

Looking at tue vertical diiplacement between the three values of disconti-
n'iity leight (representing duration) it is apparent that, for any given field height,
larger discontinuity heights give greater sensitivity. This is not surprising, since
larrer heights imply that a greater proportion of the total light is deflected.
However, this exposure of the exact nature of the relationship is believed to be
original, it is seen that a ten-fold increase in discontinuity height improves
sensitivity by about 10 dB, leadinr to the rule :

Sensitivity, on an amplitude basis, varies approximately as the squaie
root o" discontinuity height (duration) when ocher factors remain constant.

-'he uotted lines show that a given amount of scatter causes greater reduction
in .lenrütivity for small discontinuities than for lar~-e ones. This is as expected,
-ince leer, 1 i "ht ;.asses the -:nife ed.-e for small discontinuities.

.,oo:ing now at the effect of ;\ angin.- field heirht for a given discontinuity
.<?--::t, it :.- seen that, for zero scatter, the relevant lines (the solid ones) have a
.-loi'i? w:.ic:i indicates t:iat ír.ereaíinr t:ie field height improves sensitivity. However.
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it is believed that the 'no scatter1 situation ic of academic interest o:i]y. '.vhen
scatter is taken into .account (the dotted lines)^ noting that the two valuer: of .J
shown bracket the typical value found of S = 10"*-?, it is seen that the slope iu
cancelled or even reversed.

The conclusion is that schlieren systems of large aperture are not, in
practice, significantly more sensitive than small ones; a deduction supported by
experience. This conclusion is of some importance since the cost of a schlicrnn
.TV:;; c:-, risen rapidly with increase in aperture.

Refractive index gradient can be converted into peak advance lor iv.i." .V ;":)
:>;. r-ilK plying by Ap. ".prlying atLention to the two Ap valuer O.'Ji nnl '.'. 1 '•::
:'•' \ir<? '', they are seen to cover a decade of discontinuity heights and eriüira.'c ' '.o
rar.-e of pructicnl interer.'. It is seen that their 'working areas', jith a reoli.•'.'.-
de,-roe of .scatter aununied, are about n decade apart on the gradient ;;;aio, the lar-r.--'
!u-i';:t havin." the lower gradient. It follows that they each reproaonc a peak c.rivai, ••
(or retardation) of about C x 10 wavelengths of light.

This figure is for 'useful visibility'. As figure 3 indicates, ' tliresliol i
v:siuility' is about J> times lower. Hence this conclusion :

.n a practical schlieren system, a discontinuity of peak advance (or retariation)
of 2 x 10" wavelengths of light is approximately the threshold of sensitivity.

This value of peak advance (or retardation) can be converted to pea;: watt:",
when water is the propagation medium; the figure is about 7 x 10" watts. Gnyin ei
al Ey quote a threshold sensitivity of 10"^ watts/cm2, but since the relevant factor
is watts, not watts/cm'- (as explained below), we mus± make a guess that their figure
refers to a practical transducer area of about 1 cm^. On this assumption, the
computer prediction matches closely.

IT. 10. Validation of figure 9 from published sensitivity data for optical winiowr'.

Holder and Worth X31 quote the maximum sennit"vities available in pre^ti^ai
schliefen systems from experience in detecting imperfections in optical gla.js window:;
ace'i in wind tunnel work. Their order-of-magnitude figure for 'easily detectable'
lu 1 wavelength per inch, which converts to 'f x 10"' wavelengths per cm, mar-:ed as
point f on the gradient scale of figure 9- Making the assumption '.hat this ooserva-
tion refers to the larger values of field height and that the order of size of the
imperfections sought is from 0.1 cm to 1 cm, an area in the region of the point
marked Q is indicated, and is seen to correlate well with the gradient represented
by point P.

IT. OJIER METHODS FOR TfjCiffiAoING SCHLIEREN SENSITIVITY

III.1. Increasing sensitivity by use of liquids other than water

A survey established that several organic liquids have the physical
properties required to give a greater refractive index gradient than does water for
a given acoustic pressure gradient. Some of the attractive liquids have undesirable
physical properties, but a suitable liquid was found to be carbon tetrachloride.
Tests indicated a measured improvement in sensitivity of about 10 times (on an
acoustic power basis).

'. 1 1.?.. Increasing nenr.itivity by use of astigmatic defocusin'

As already pointed out, the criterion for schlieren sensitivity ir. pea.-:
acoustic wattr., not watts/rm'". This is because, if a wavefror.t of ;-iv"n area ic
:.álve i in the direction of viewinr (ca'led here 'lengthwise') the light path length
is halted bat the oea.-: stress is increased by J~2\ the net effect is a reduction in
sensitivity by 72. However, a wid;hwise halving can similarly be shown to ircrease
sensitivity hy fz. The two effects therefore cancel, and spherical focusing does
not effect image brightness. This phenomenon, apparently contrary to intuition, is
confirmed by practical observation.
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However it follows that, if a given wavefront is extended lengthwise only,
an increase in sen-sitivity should result, and this without apparent degradation of
the imare since the extension is in the direction of viewing.

To test this hypothesis, the acoustic system of figure 10 was used. With
conventional meniscus lenses a plane collimated wavefror.t of square cross section
entering the top lens is focused to a smaUer square wavefront in the imaging zone
below the bottom lens (this is actually a focusing system for imaging defects i"6]£7j
f S j ) . The ray pattern for this situation is shown in computer-generated perspective
i r. fi -;ure 11.

After measuring sensitivity, the lenses were replaced with lenses having
cylindrical plur. spherical components of curvatures. The expected focusing behaviour
i~ now astirrcatic, as shown in perspective in figure 12.

jchlieren photographs covering1 the whole of the ray paths, seen from two
orthoronal directions, were taken. Figure 13 shows the 'side view' and figure 14
Iho 'front view'. As is seen, the anticipated ray paths are obtained and the desired
oxtei.'-ion of the image lengthwise has been achieved.

Measurements of relative sensitivity in the imaging zones of the two systems
irhowed an increase of about 8 dB; a factor of about six in terms of acoustic power,
ihe theoretical figure was 10 dB. Hence deliberate astigmatic defocusing appears
practicable as a means for improving sensitivity.

TV. COKPACT SCIILIKKKN SYSTEM GIVING BINOCULAR STEREOSCOPIC VIEWING

By using graticules instead of the slit and knife edge, a compact system was
developed having an exit pupil large enough to embrace both eyes of the observer.
V.'ith it, binocular stereoscopic viewing was successfully demonstrated. Although
rraticules have been used in schlieren systems before £?]0OJ this form of application
is believed to be novel.

Firure 15 shows the system. A field lens is required, seen to the right of
the condenser lens, and careful design is necessary to avoid the need for impracti-
cably lar.ee lens anerturesf?J.

.•.'hen this £raticun-e system is used in conjunction with a camera (television
or photographic) a striking advantage over the slit-and-knife edge system becomes
apparent; dt is that the increased effective lens aperture restricts the depth of
field sufficiently to allow dust and bubbles on the walls of the water-filled cell to
be dfifjcused, thus greatly improving image quality.

VI .

The work on short acoustic pulse generation was contributed by the author's
collaborator, Dr.R.C.ivyatt, who also performed the survey of liquida giving improved
sensitivity. Thanks are due to the Director-General, Central Electricity Generating
-oard, South western Region, for permission to publish this paper.
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